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It is shown that no A; set A with A and A both semilow has minimal honest polynomial (hpt-degree. 
The technique extends to show that the hp.degrees and polynomial degrees of low r.e. sets are 
dense. In particular, r.e. sets of minimal hp.degree must have higi compuraiional complexity in 
the sense of Blum and Marques (1 Symbolic Logic 38 (1973) 579-593). These results al50 bold 
for tally degrees and polynomial (honest) m-degrees. 
1. Introduction 
In complexity theory, there is now a large body of work devoted to the study of 
efficient reducibilities such as po!yr omial many-one (pm)- and polynomial Turing 
(p)-reducibilities. Much of this work has been inspired by ideas and techniques 
from classical recursion theory. Although these studies have not as ysi soLed *he 
major problems (such as P =? NP), they have already yielded considerable insight 
into such problems and provided techniques for various other areas of complexity 
theory (see e.g. [13i or [16lj. 
Recently there has been considerable interest in a strong form ofpolynomial time 
reducibility called honest polynomial time reducibihty (hp-reducibility). There are 
several reasons for this interest. Some of the main reasons are as follows. Firstly 
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the type of results in [2] show that arguments which relativize do not suffice to solve 
most separation problems (such as P=?NP). Honest polynomial reductions exhibit 
a number of “nonrelativization” properties (cf. [7]) and hence in some sense might 
be sufficiently sensitive to attack, say, P=?NP. 
Secondly, for ? vs NP, honest polynomial functions exhibit a number of features 
much more analogous to “recursive vs r.e.cursively enumerable (r.e.)” than do 
general polynomial functions. For example, a nontrivial. set is r.e. iff it is the range 
of a recursive function. However it is also true that eoery nontrivial r.e. set is the 
range of a polynomial time function. The correct analogue for P vs NP is that a set 
is NP iff it is the range of an honest polynomial time function (from {O, l}* to 
{0, 1, Yes, No}* in the sense of Section 2). Honest polynomial functions are also 
connected with P=?NP via one-way functions (see e.g. [lo]). 
Finally, possibly the most important reason for the study of honest polynomial 
time reducibilities is that it allows for the first time a direct link between the resohttion 
of P= ?NP and structural properties of the classical degrees of unsolvability. The 
point is that there have been decades of technical progress in recursion theory 
resulting in the gradual evolution of very powerful combinatorial tools for studying 
T-degrees (e.g. 1121) and in particttlar the T-degrees of r.e. sets [19]. Our hope is 
that, by directly connecting issues in comp!cxity theory with issues concerning 
classical recursion ?heoretic concepts (such as r.e. sets), we might be able to utilize 
these tools to resolve complexity theoretic problems. 
Ladner [ll] established that there are no minimal recursive p-degrees. This result 
was extended by Homer [9] who showed that if A is any nonrecursive set, then the 
set B = {x0”“: x E A} has the property that B is not recursive, and B has strictly 
lower p-degree than A. Consequently there are no polynomial time minimal degrees. 
The reader should note that the set B is constructed by the direct use of padding 
and, as we will see, directly constructs a dishonest p-reduction. This observation 
led Homer to analyse the situation for hp-degrees. Although Ladner’s proof carries 
over for recursive hp-degrees, Homer noted that the situation is quite different for 
nonrecursive sets. He showed [9] that if P= NP then there exist minimal hp-degrees. 
Furthermore he gave evidence that the reverse implication also holds (although 
whether the reverse implication holds remains an open question). Homer’s argument 
was based on Shoentield’s tree version of Spector’s minimal degree construction 
(cf. [12,18]) and was seen to give sets that are At in the arithmetical hierarchy. 
Naturally the question arose as to whether such sets can be (e.g.) r.e. AT, etc. 
Ambos-Spies [l] used a short and clever argument (based on the existence of a 
“maximal” r.e. set) to show that if P- NP then each high r.e. degree contains an 
r.e. set of minimal hp-degree. (This rest& was also independently obtained by the 
author (unpublished) using a cumbersome full approximation argument based on 
iS,9] and the as yet unpublished construction of a minimal r.e. tt-degree due to 
Fejer and Shore. The author also obtained that each high AI degree bounds a 
minimal hp-degree if P= NP. This can also be obtained from Ambos-Spies’ results.) 
Initial segment type results [6,7] have also been published to show that P= NP 
implies that all countable distributive lattices are initial segments of the hp-m-degrees 
and ail finite distributive lattices are initial segments of the r.e. hp-m-degrees (with 
the “correct” definition of hp-m-degree). 
We should point out that all of these results are also of interest, independent of 
P= NP, since they all give absolute results for tally degrees (i.e. degrees of tally sets 
where we work over a unary alphabet). Thus, for example, Homer’s results can be 
seen to show that there are minimal hp tally-degrees. 
The natural progression seemed to be that all recursive theoretic arguments would 
lift to the complexity situation. Ambos-Spies [1] noted that there was difficulty in 
extending his results to nonhigh r.e. sets and asked what types of r.e. sets can have 
minimal hp-degree if P= NP, and what types of tally sets have minimal hp-degrees. 
The goal of the present paper is to show that no low degree contains a set of 
minimal hp-degree. Indeed all r.e. sets of minimal hp-degree, should any exist at 
all, must have high computational complexity in the sense of Blum and Marques: 
r.e. sets with a fastest programme module some recursive cost function do not have 
minimal hp-degree. 
Our construction has several consequences and extensions. For example, we can 
show that the hp-degrees of low r.e. sets are dense. Our result shows that not all 
r.e. degrees bound minimal hp-degrees (even if?= NPj and :his refutes a conjecture 
of Yang. 
Finally our construction is of some technical interest since it is the first example 
of a Ladner style “looking back” or “delayed diagonalization” technique (a central 
technique in comp!exity theory) applied to nonrecursive sets. It can obviously be 
used for various other finite extension arguments. 
2. Notation and some statements of results 
Let P = {0, I} (or sometimes (1)). A function f:P*+Z* is called polynomial 
honest if f is p-time and for some polynomiai a &p(f(]yijj for all _r. An oracle 
Turing machine @ is called polynomial honest if there are polynomials p, 9 such 
that on input x, Q, runs in time C&I) and if @ queries an oracle on a string p 
then ]x]<9(]~]). The intuition is that @ cannot stretch or shrink 2: more than a 
polynomial amount during its computation. If there is a polynomial honest Turing 
machine Cp with 9(B) = A we say A is ph-reducible to 3, and write A C: B. We 
remark that we use the following conventions: we do not distinguish between a 
machine and the set accepted by it, and identify a set w&h its clhracteristic function. 
Also WC use the standard notations o for the naturai numbers, sT for Turing 
reducibility and We for the eth r-e. set. Note that IV,, denotes s steps in a standard 
polynomial time enumeration of IV; within a standard p-time enumeration of all 
r.e. sets. We write A SF B if A is p-time reducible to 3. 
Finally to define poly-honest-m reducibility (phm) we do not simpiy define 
A Sk B if there is some honest polynomial time compntablef with x E A iff .f(l) E B 
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since this leads ;o various undesirable situations (such as sets A E P and B ~-4 P with 
A +b B, see [7]). !n this case, as in Ambos-Spies [I] we define A S: B if there 
exists an honest polynomial time f: z’* + Z* u {Yes, No} (meaning that it is honest 
on x if f(x) E Z*) such that EEA iff [(f(x) E E* &f(x) E B) or f(x) = Yes]. We 
call this an extended honest pclynomial time function. Note that a set A is NP iff 
A is the range of an extended honest polynomial time function. 
The (n + l)st string of P* (under the standard length/lexicographic ordering c ) 
is denoted by z.. Lower case lettars from the end of the alphabet (x, y, z. . .) denote 
members of 8* and others denote members of o (or polynomials). A tally set is a 
subset of {l}*. 
We will let C@C.p,,, n(e), m(e)},,,, denote a real time enumeration of all ph-oracle 
F machines with the understanding that as above ~(1x1) = Ixl’(‘) and q(lxl) = 
x m’c) and that n, m > 1. It is convenient to arrange this so that if e <f then 
n(e) < m(f) < n(f), this doing no harm and saving on notation. Also nmpli4t here 
is that if @=,,. requests information about y during its computation of x then n(e) 
is sufficiently large to be able to check if 1x1~ jyj”+’ and see that the computation 
is illegal if this condition is not satisfied. In this case we can, for example, henceforth 
set the output to be constant and thus without loss of generality we can assume UN 
comp~ations are no? i!@!. We expect; although it is not essential, that the reader 
is familiar with deiayed diagonalization (or “Looking back”) as in [l I]. 
Prom classical recursion theory we shall need the following. Let {we: ‘3 E o} list 
all oracle Turing machines. The jump or^ a set A is the set A’= {e: Fe(A; e)J}. We 
say that a set A is low if A’ zT 4’. A set A is .A: if A s-r 4’. The weak jump of a 
set A is HA=(e: W,nA#@}. if Ha+ 4 then we say a set A is semilow. The 
reader should note that H.& +.A so that all low sets are semilow (although the 
converse fails since all r.e. sets are semilow). Our interest later is in r.e. sets with 
semilow complements since these allow a sort of guessing procedure to guess 
members of their complements. Blum and Marques [4] have shown that all r.e. 
degrees contain r.e. sets with semilow complements. We show the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be A; with A and A semilow. Then ifA& P there is a set B with 
Be P and B 6: A. If A is r.e. so too is B. 
A consequence of the technique used in the proof of (2.1) allows us to establish 
the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) EP !pdeg. _e_ ~0 Q of low r.e. sets are dense. 
(ii) 7’he p-degrees of low r.e. sets are dense. 
The results above are related to the machine independent theory of computational 
complexity of [3,4] as follows. Let {-yi: i E o} be a listing of all partial recursive 
functions and {r;: i E w} a listing of step counting functions satisfying the axioms 
of i3]: 
(a) y,(x)J iff r;(x)J and the function, 
(b) M(i,x,.v)= 
1 if I;(x) =y, 
0 otherwise 
is recursive. 
Following 141, an r.e. set A is nonspeeduble iff it has a fastest programme modulo 
some recursive cost function h. That is, there is an index W, = A such that 
(Vj) (W,=A~(a.e.r)[x~A~I;(x)sh(x,T,(x))]). 
In [17], Soare showed that an r.e. set A is nonspeedable iff A is semilow. We thus 
have the following as a corollary lo Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary 23. Suppose an r.e. set A is nonspeeduble. Then A does not have minimui 
hp-degree. 
Before we turn to the proofs, we point out that the above can be used to show 
that various sets do not have (for example) minimal polynomial honest degree>. 
For exempi:a ihc ‘*typicai” set in recursion theory o btained by &he finite extension 
method, the so-called l-generic set, is CL,; that is if ri is the degree of a I-generic 
set then d’s d u 0’. (More formally a set A is l-generic if, for ail r.e. sets of strings 
W, either for some x E W,, x is an initiai segment of A or there is an initial segment 
of A with no extension iying in W,.) In particular it follows that the hp-degrees of 
l-generic sets below 0’ are not minimal. We also point out that we cannot reverse 
the implication in Corollary 2.3 even if P= NP. This folIows from, for example, 
Homer and Long [lo] who showed that no creative set has minimal bp-degree and 
yet all creative sets are speedable [4]. 
Finally we remark that our proof techniques also work for the tally ph-degrees. 
For example, in Theorem 2.1 if A is a tally set (so A c {l}*) then B can be taken 
as tally too. As we said earlier, the relevance of this is that tally minima1 degrees 
have been shown to exist without appea!ing to P= NP. It is also the case that our 
results work for poly-honest m-degrees and poly-m-degrees in place of ph- and 
p-degrees, respectively. This will be seen to be true by the reader since the reductions 
we construct are poly-honest m-reductions. 
3. Proofs 
^ -_. ^ _  .  .I . - Pruot 01 lneorem L.1. Let A oe d! -With A and A oGI1ulv., I _ _  “~-~-*=r *nd A.@ P. The proof is 
probably best described as a finite injury delayed diagonalization argument. We 
must build B S: A to meet the requirements (for e E o) 
As A Is Si by the limit lemma (see e.g. [19,Chap. Ilf, Theorem 3.31) there is a 
recursive function it with A(x) = lim, h(x, s) (so A,(x) = h(x, s)) and it(x, s) E {O, 1) 
for all x, s). Note that this means h(x; s) # h(x, S+ 1) only finitely often. By slowing 
down the computation of It we can take h as poly-time computable in 1x1 and s. 
As A and A are semilow, similarly there are polynomial time computable functions 
g and g such that 
lim,g(x.si={x: WTnA#c#l, 
lim,g(x,s)={x: W,nA#qb]. 
For the sake ofthe construction we shall define auxiliary polynomial time computable 
functions f, q, k and r withy(s) E {0, 1,2] and q(s), k(s) and r(s) E o for all s E w. 
The intention of these functions is thatf(s) will decide what “state” the construction 
is in. If .f(s) =0 then we will be satisfying R,(,, -. q f v (s) = 2i for some i and will 
be currently defining 5 to look Eke A. Similarly for f(s) = 1 we will be satisfying 
-‘L for y(s) = 2i+ 1. For this, as we will see, we will be setting 5 to look empty. 
Finally iff(s) = 2 then we will be in a “checking phase” of the construction. Whilst 
we are doing this we witi be setting 5 to look empty. Thus we shall define 
5(x)=(t ifxoA andf(lxl)=O, 
(0 otherwise. 
As f will be p-time this will ensure that 5 S: A. 
The function k is used to indicate switch points for n + 1 where f(n) #f(n + 1). 
Thus, at stage s of the construction, then k(s) = n+ 1 for some x ss and this 
indicates that n-l- 1 is the greatest stage ss withf(n) #f(n + 1). Finally the function 
I is used in the checking phase as a reference point for the lengths of checks (more 
on this later). 
Before we give the formal details, it is perhaps worthwhile to give the reader an 
intuitive picture of the construction to follow. Suppose we wish to meet R,,. In the 
usual delayed diagonalization way, at some stage s + 1 we will begin to work on 
Rz,. For stages t 2 s + 1 while we are working on R:, we will have set f(t) = 0, 
g(t) = 2e and k(t) = s+ 1. This holds for all stages t L s + 1 until we decide to move 
to a new value off: Now whilst we are dealing with f(t) = 0 we wi!! be setting 
5(y) = A(y). Note that we are only dealing with approximations at stage I and so 
we only “see” B,(y)=A,(y) for those y Gf (i.e. y=z. for some ust). As AE!P 
there must be some z with /z]s k(izl) with r,(4; z) f A(z). The problem is to find 
such a z. In the classical Ladner argument A would be recursive and so at some 
sufficiently large stage t, we would be able to look back and see a z, with 
@A@; z.)= Q&4; z,) f A,(G) = A(G). 
At this point we would know ii,, is met and then move on to R2*+, ~ Howpyer in 
our construction, A is merely At and so apparent disagreements might later change. 
That is, with a recursive approximation given by h, how do we know a stage t with 
A,(z) = A(z) for some z. The basic idea is to use the semilowness of A and 2 to 
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cerfr$ whether such an apparent disagreement is likely to be a true one. (This sort 
of argument has a long history in recursion theory and is known there as the 
“Robinson trick”. We shall use it rather informally, but more details can he found 
in [19, Chcp. XI, Section 31.) 
Without worrying much about the time bound:, the implementation of this is 
roughly as follows. As t increases, we keep looking back to see if we can see an 
apparent disagreement; that is some z,, with 
Qc.,(+; z,,)1+ B,(z,,) (and 9(ls,l) =2e). 
To try to cer!ifv this using semilowness we will be building auxiliary sets V?, and 
c1ir2e for which, by the recursion theorem, we can assume to know in advance indices 
i(2e), j(2e) with Vz, = K(z,,, ?z2. = Wj(?e) (and w,z+ c Vz,,,, etc.), Vz, is used if 
B,(z.) = 0 and cz2, if B,(z,) = 1. As the situations are dual, we need only examine 
B,( z.) = 0. In this case we enumerate z,, into Vz,, . The point here is that if @,_(4; z.) = 
1 # B(z,) = A(z) = 0, then z,, E W,,z,, n A. This would mean that i(2e)E 
{k: W, n A# 4} and hence lim, g(i(2e), s) = 1. Thus, we continue to look back 
delaying further action, and wait for a state u to occur where either g( i(2e), u) = 1 
and h(z, u) =0 for some z (=z. at present) with ZE K,,,,, or g(i(2e), t) =0 and 
h(z,u)=l for all zE Vz,,,. (If g(i(2e), u)=O, S is saying Wp,2ebnA=+.) One 
possibility must occur. 
In the g( i(2e), u) = 1 case we believe that z has met RZC. In that case we move 
on to the next requirement exactly as in the Ladner argument. In the other case we 
search for other z. As with the Ladner argument as A@ P we must eventually get 
to the “g(i(2e), u) = 1” case for some n. (As we said earlier the p22, case is exactly 
dual with g in place of g etc.). 
The only problem with the above is perhaps A.(z)=O# cP,(+; z), as it was 
g-certified, but “really” <t(z) = 1. To 2-t v-_**n . ,.,,..d this problem during the checkfng 
phase of the construction (when f is set to 2) we go back and see if any of our 
previous work now irppears f&e. Thus infinitely often we look back and see if a 
“g:i(2e), U) = 1 and h(z, u) =0 case” has changed into a “g( i(2ej, t) =0 and 
h(z, t) = 1 for ail z E Vz,, case”. If this occurs, the construction then begins to work 
on Rz. again, looking for a g-certitiabie disagreement etc., but of course now also 
on z with IzI > 1. 
Why does this work? This is the crucial point of the whole procedure. If we 
believe Rz. is satisfied via z, we oniy do so when @J~(&; z) = 1 and g(i(2e), u) = 1. 
We only make mistakes when at a later stage u, > u we see g(i(2e), u,) = 0. If this 
occurs, we keep enumerating potentially winning numbers y (i.e. with Gc,(4; p) =O) 
into V2, until one is g-certified (or similarly cz2,). That is, for some ie Vz, we see 
g(i(2e), u2) = 1 and h(?, uz) = 0. The important thing is that we see a switch of g: 
stages u,> ui > n have g(i(2e), uz) f g(i(&), ai) # g(i(2ej, u). 
Continuing in the same way, the only way Rze would need to be “attacked” 
infinitely often would be if lim,g(i(2e), sj or lim,g(i(2e), s) did not exist. This 
specifically contradicts the semilowness assumption. 
The RZs+, requirements are similar (and are the key places that honesty is used). 
Here B(y) = ti as f(lylj = 1 for &I, with q(lyl) =2e+l. We wait until a stage s 
where s 1 (k(e + l))m(2et’). By our conventions, this means that for any y with ly[ 3 s 
andf(/yl) = 1 if Qe reqttests information on L of the B-oracle during its computation 
on y, it must be that B(z) = 0. We then search for g, g-certifiable disagreements as 
above etc. The basic idea is that with a long gap eventually an hones? reduction 
will only “see” B(y) = 0 in ail of its oracle questions, and hence will look like a 
member of l? 
We now give some formal details. 
Construction, stage s + 1 
Case 1 (Attacking R,,): f(s)=O. Let e be such that q(s)=2e. Adopt the first 
subcase below to pertain. 
Subcase 1: s is in testing phase. 
Subcase l(a): s is type 0. Take the first of ?he options below to hoid. 
Oprion (i): g(i(2e), s) = 1 and h(y, s) =0 for some y f V2_ 
Action: DeficekZ, asapparentlysatisfied(byy) andsetf(s+l)= 1 and 9(s+ 1) = 
2e+l. Define k(s+l)=s+l. 
Option (ii): g(i(2e), s) = 0 and h(y, s) = 1 for all y E V>,, . 
Action: Declare s + 1 to be in waiting phase (and do nothing else). 
Option (iii): Neither (i) nor (ii) pertains. 
Action: Do nothing. 
Subcase l(bj: s is type 1. Take the first option below to hold. 
Option (i): g(j(2e), s) = 1 and h(y, s) = 1 for some y E cz_. 
Action: Declare RZe as apparently satisfied (by y) and set f(s + 1) = 1 and 9(s+ 
1)=2e+l. Define k(s+l)=s+l. 
Option (ii): g(j(2e), sj =0 and h(y, s) = 1 for all y E V,,,. 
Action: Declare s + 1 to be in waiting phase. 
Opt&n (iii): Neither (i) nor (ii) pertains. . 
Action: Do nothing. 
Subcase 2: Subcase 1 does not pertain and so we say s is in waiting phase. Adopt 
the first option below to pertain. 
Option (i): For some u G s with q(lz.1) = 2e we have 
(ia) 2, E V,,, , 
(ibj h(z,, s) =O, 
(icj g(i(2ej, s) = 1 (and, of course s > i(2e) and i(2e),l). 
Action: As in Subcase l(a), option (i). 
Option (ii): For some u c s with 9(/z,,\) = 2e we have 
(iaj 2. o V;,, , 
(ibj h(z., s) = 1, 
(ic) g(i(2e), s) = 1. 
Action: As in Subcase l(b), option (i). 
Option (iii j: I3ora:lu~swithq(jz./j=2ewehavethatifz,,~ Y,,,thenh(z,,,s)=l 
and g(‘(2e), s)=O and if Z,,E %,_ then h(z,,, s) =0 and g(i(2e). s) = 1. And one 
of the following pertains, taking the least u 6 s. 
Option (iiia): q(\z”l) = 2e we have Qc,,,(&b; z,)J. = 1 and h(z,,, s) = 0. 
.4c:ion: Set V2r,r-r, = Vz,,v {&I. Dec!are s f 1 to be in testing phase of type 0. 
Option (iiib): q(lz,]) = 2e we have Qc.,,(@; z,)J =O and h(z,, s) = 1. 
Action: Set pz,,+, = i?,, v {z.}. Declare s+ 1 to be in testing phase of type 1. 
Option (iiic): Neither (iiia) nor (iiib) pertains. 
Action: Do nothing. 
Option (iv): Otherwise. 
Action: Do nothing. 
r, Case 2: (At&eking n2<+, . )-f(s)= 1. Let e be such that q(s)=2eetl. Ifs is holding 
via y but s~lyl”‘““’ do nothing. (Here the usual conventions pertain: s must be a 
stage where we have seen Iyl”‘““L.) Ifs is holding and .s> j?;j”‘-7*” setf(s+ 1)=2, 
q(s+l)=~,k(s+l)=s+landr(s+l)=2e+l.(Here”cr”isanarbitra~symboI 
with m> j for all j, by abuse of notation.) 
If s is not activated (and is not holding; as the reader will note below the 
progression is not activated, activated, holding) and s 5 k(.rfmieTf’ do nothing. If 
s is not yet activated and s > .k(~)““~‘~ declare s f 1 as activated. 
If s is activated proceed exactly as in Case 1 except to place 2e f 1 in place of 
2e, and option (iiia) and (iiib) of Subcase 2 ask &o that !z,,i be activated and in 
Subcase l(a), option (i), Subcase l(b), option (if adopt the following action. 
ncrion: Declare I&r as apparently satisfied and holding viap but do nothing else. 
Case 3 (Checkingphase): Find the least i G r(s) if any for which one of the following 
subcases pertains. 
Subcase 1: (aj i=2e, 
(b) g(i(2e), s) = 1 and h(_v, s) = 1 for all YE I$ and 
(c) g(j(2e), s) = 1 and h(y, s) = 0 for all .v E V.,,. 
A&on: Detinef(s+l)=O, q(s-t1)=2eand k(s+l)=s+I. 
Subcase 2: As in Subcase 1 but 2e+ 1 in place of 2e. 
Action: Definef(s+ 1) = 1, q(s+ 1) =2e and k(s+ I) = 1. In either case say that 
i has been injured. If neither of the subcases above pertain to any i G r(s), set 
f(s+l)=O, q(s+l)=r(s)+l and k(s+l)=s+l. 
End of construction 
Verijcarion 
To see that the functions f, q, r and k are all p-time it suffices to note that at each 
stage s we only check g(z,s), h(z,s) and $(z,s) for y, ~6s. By our p-time 
enumerations this means our procedures are all p-time. 
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We argue that each requirement Ri, s met, is only injured finitely often (and that 
card{s : q(s) = j} <co). We prove this by induction on j. Thus let s,, be a stage such 
that, for all i < j, Rj has ceased acting and SO q(s) z= j for all s 3 sa with f(s) = 2. 
By the order in which requirements are considered without loss of generality q( sO) = j. 
Suppose f(s,)) =O. Let j = 2e. We first argue that y E VI, only if cP,(@; y) = 1 and 
y E fz2e only if cDc(b; y) =O. This is because the only way y may enter Vz,( cz,.) is 
in option (iiia) (resp. (iiib)). This only occurs precisely if cP,(+;y)= 1 (resp. 
@A&b; Y) =O). 
Next we claim that there must be some (least) stage s, > s0 such that one of 
Subcase l(a), option (i), Subcase l(b), option (ii), Subcase 2, option (i) or option 
(ii) pertains. For suppose not. Note that this means that for all s> so1 f(s) =O, 
ic(sj = k(saj and q(s) = 2e since these options are the on!y ones to reset the va!ues 
off and q after stage sO. 
Now as ASZ P there must exist some z with IzI > k(lzl) = k(.s,,) such that C(&; z) # 
A(z). Let s2 be a stage with s,> s, and such that V2,_(x) = V>.(x) and t?,(x) = 
p?,,(x) for all x = r. for a < h where r = z,, and furthermore h(z, s,) = h(z, 1) for all 
t L s2. We claim that at some least stage s3 b s2, Subcase 2, option (iii) must pertain. 
To see this it really suffices to argue that we cannot be always in Subcase 2, option 
(ii) or Subcase l(a) or (bj, o+on (iii). Whilst Subcase 2, option (iii) does not 
pertain, note that both Vz,, = V2_ and qz,, = ?z_. Now there is some stage s4a s2 
where it is the case that for all t > s., and all y E V,,,, u cz_, h(y, t) = h(y, .Q). Now 
if h(y, s4) = 0 for some y E V2e,.,z then y E Vz, n A and so y E VVi,a., n A. If s4 is in 
testing phase and of type 0, then at stages s 3 s4 we will remain in testing phase of 
type 0 untii a stage s5 is seen with g(i(2e), s5) = 1 and so option (i) would pertain. 
Similar comments apply to h(y, s.,) = 1 for some YE Gz_. Thus at stage s, if 
A(y, s*) = 0 for some y E Vz,,,, then either sI is in waiting phase, or s, is type 1 (and 
in the latter case, for all FE pz,,, h($, s4) =O). Similarly if h(y, s4) = 1 for some 
YE c,, then either s, is in waiting phase or s4 is of type 0 (and for all 9 E ‘Jz_, 
h(j, sq) = 1). Mow suppose sq is type 0. This means that V2E,.c4  A. Consequently, at 
some stage s6> s4 we must see g(i(2e), s6) = 0 and so Subcase l(a), option (ii) would 
pertain (Similarlv if s4 is type 0.) Thus we must see a stage s,> s, such that s, is 
in waiting phase. 
By the same reasoning as above, there now cannot be any y E Vzss, = V-,e,.iz with 
h(y, ~7) = h(y, s.,) = 0 nor any 3 E cz,.,, with h(f, s,) = 1 lest eventually Subcase 2, 
options (i) or (ii) pertain ias we now know we cannot remain in testing phase 
forever, and eventually (for example) such a y E V,,, must give g(i(2e), s) = 1 as 
it witnesses V,, n A f 4). As option (iii) does not pertain, option (iv) must. V,,,, 
and qr,,, are not reset for s r -s,. But this means that when g(i(2e), ss) = g(i(2e, I)) 
*iid g(i(2e) ss) = g(i(2e j, r) fr_r a;! t 3 sg some sa 3 s, j it can only be that the 
hypotheses of option (iii) must pertain henceforth. 
BY choice of ~2 and a, we know that ar the stage s8 when option (iii) next pertains, 
it does so via z. Without loss of generality, suppose A(z) = 0. Then it must be that 
at stage sg, z is already a member of Vzq8 or is added to I&,,. It is clear that this 
z will ensure V>c, n fii I$ and so g(i(2e), .s,) = 1 for some s,Z ss. It follows that at, 
or before stage so, one of Subcase !(a) or (b), option (i) or Subcase 2, option (i) 
or (ii) must pertain, giving the claim. The only way R2. could fail to be met is if 
we mistakenly believe that some false z met it. At some checking phase t > s, it 
must be that Subcase 1 pertains to i=2e causing us to begin to attack RZP anew. 
As we pointed out earlier, this only happens if g(i(2e), t)# g(i(2e), sg) (or 
g(i(2e)? t) + g(i(2e), s9) as relevant). This can occur at most finitely often by the 
semilowness at .4 and A. This gives the lemma for i=2e, provided that we argue 
that card({s: Wtr(s6 u< f & q(u)=2e+l)})<co as we did for Rze.+,. 
Here the argument is essentially simiiar. Again there must be an x with A(x) # 
Qc,(+; I). Because of the wait to activate Rz.+, we only add strings y to V&+, v cz,+, 
with the property that if @= requests information about x during its computation 
on y then lyl< ]x/‘“‘~‘. By the holding procedure we therefore know that for such 
x, B(x) = 4. The remaining details go through exactly as they did for R,,. This 
concludes our proof of (2.1). 0 
Since all r.e. sets are semilow, it follows that if A is r.e. with A semilow (e.g. A 
nonspeedable) then A does not have minimal hp-degree. A similar idea to the above 
proof will show Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. This involves but a small modification to the types of oracles 
we use. From [17], we know that an r.e. set B is low iR {x: (3u)(u E W, & Du c 
f?} + 4’. Here D, denotes the uth canonical finite set. (That is 0. = {xi,. . . , x.} 
wherex,<x2<... <xL andu=2”1+Yz+*.-f2’* .) By the limit lemma there is a 
polynomial time function g with Iim, g(x, s) = {x: (3u)( u E WY t Du c s)j. Now to 
show density of the hp-degrees of low r.e. sets, we assume we are given r.e. A and 
B with B <:A and build C to meet 
R2<: @<(COS)ZA, Rzr+,: @JB)fC. 
In the previous construction we constructed a set by alternatively simulating & or 
A using the fact that A E f? Here C will simuiate alternatively A or B onf-controbed 
intervals, i.e. we define f so that 
f(jxi)=0,2&.xeB 
xEC iff 
i 
or 
f(jxj) = 1 & .x E A. 
Again when f(]x]) = 0 we attack Rz., if f(/xl) = 1, we attack RZs+, and if,f(j.x!)=2 
we are checking phase. The only real difference is this. Suppose we are trying to 
spot confirmable disagreements of the form @*(B; x) f A(x) (trying to put x into 
C). Now at stage s we only see @_(B,; x) Z A>(x). This apparent computation is 
only a true computation provided that both A(x) = A,(x) and 5, is correct on aIi 
of those y called in its @< computation. Thus if we set N ={z: ]x~““‘~iz!~{xi”‘“j 
we would like to believe B,(p) = B(y) for all ye H. Thus we need to test the il-sde 
on x (using the semilowness of A) and the B-side on N 
L R I?%,-‘ 
Remarks 3.1. (ij Nope that the above actually shows that if R is r.e. and low and 
A i$ .lp with A and A semilow. then there exists a set C with B -.f.: C *:: A. 
(ii) It is not cleat if the above can be improved to show that the hp-degrees of 
t.e. seta with semilow complements are dense. 
4. Open questions 
Our results suggest that the resemblance between low sets and recursive sets 
carries over into structural complexity. We do not know if the hp-degrees of all A: 
sets are dense. Indeed, nor do we know if any p-degree has a minimal cover (i.e. 
do there exist p-degrees a and b with a i b and Vc( a =Z c G b + a = c v a = 6). This 
is similarly true for hp-degrees if Pf NP is assumed. Finally there is quite a gap 
between our results and those of Ambos-Spies. Our results say that no low (r.e.) 
sets have minimal hp-degree. Ambos-Spies showed that if P= NP then all high 
r.e.-degrees a (i.e. a’= 0”) contain minimal hp-degrees. We conjecture that in fact 
if P= NP, then an r.e. a contains a minimal hp-degree iff a is high (and similarly 
for tally degrees without P= NP). 
Finally, the reader should realize that, in view of our results, to prove that Pf NP 
it would suffice to show that P = NP implies the existence of a low minimal hp-degree. 
However certain technical feat ures of known hp-degree constructions seem to suggest 
that a new approach is needed, and analysis of this may shed light on P= ?NP. 
Note added in proof 
jockusch has shown that there is a Ai low, tally set of minimal hp-degree (if 
P= NP) and of minimal hp-tally-degree. 
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